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was lower than it had been before the institution of the
bounty, but competent observers maintained that the farmer
did not experience the wide fluctuations which used to
occur; and high prices in some particular years were
considered of no advantage comparable with regularity of
prices. " Formerly," wrote Gee, " when corn happened to be
very low the farmers forbore sowing, and that neglect fre-
quently ended in a scarcity once in three or four years, which
put us often under the necessity of sending abroad for corn.
But this bounty has encouraged the farmers to keep on their
tillage " *. Similarly a committee of the Privy Council ex-
pressed the opinion that " no market will be plentifully
supplied with corn unless some liberty is given of disposing
to profit of the surplus for which there may be no demand ".
The fanner would seek " to produce no more corn than could
be sold in the home market at a reasonable profit, and . . .
the consequence would be that he would frequently produce
less than the home market would demand, and scarcity must
sometimes ensue " 2. Thus the bounty helped to give corn-
producers a greater assurance of steady and uniform prices,
and consumers a better prospect of more regular supplies.
In short the exceptional circumstances of the farming in-
dustry, which the uncertainty of the seasons renders the most
highly speculative of all industries, appeared to afford special
grounds for giving the corn-grower the security of stable
prices as an inducement to keep more land under the plough.
The argument for according favoured treatment to the
farmer was strengthened by the fact that in bad seasons he
was not allowed to export his corn, while foreign corn was
imported to bring down his prices. He could not, therefore,
obtain the full advantage of a dearth, and might reasonably
regard the bounty paid in time of plenty as a com-
pensation for the restraints imposed on his trade in time of
scarcity 3.
practically free to follow its own coxirse . . . the price of wheat fluctuated
less than during the preceding period ". But the record of wheat prices
makes this doubtful. See the table of prices in Parliamentary Papers (1898),
Ixxxv. 253-254.
 *	Gee, The Trade and Navigation of Great Britain (ed. 1730), 146.    Cf.
Young, The- Farmer's Letters (ed. 1768), 75-76. Infra, Appendix, p. 5Q3,No.2,
 *	1790 :  Annals of Agricttlture, xiii. 363-364.
 *	See infra, Appendix, p. 503, No. 3.

